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Abstract: Many methods can be used to solve multi-objective problems, but not all of them provide truly optimal results
because there are still deviations and inefficient use of resources so that they still produce residuals. Resources that are not
used in their entirety can reduce the level of optimization in solving multi- objective problems. This happens because we are
too forced to solve existing problems rather than redesigning the problem so that it gets satisfactory results. One method that
can be used to solve this problem is by using the de novo program. The de novo programming aims to design a more optimal
system by expanding resources based on available budgets. The de novo programming changes the function of constraints into
form of a budget. This change into one constraint function makes in the feasible solution changes. So it is important to
determine the goal for all objectives that have the same importance so that all objectives are achieved at the optimum
condition. The objectives of the goals to be achieved must be determined in advance in resolving multi-objective problems.
This paper proposes determining the goal objectives using the average concept for objectives that have the same interests.
Determination of goals with an averageeachconcept considers the objectives of other goals in determining a goal.
Determination of goal objectives using the average concept applied to the goal programming to solve the multi-objective
problem of the de novo programming. Solution to the de novo program's multi-objective problem using a modified goal
program. The computational results with benchmarking problems show that the proposed method gives satisfactory results and
more practical work.
Keywords: De Novo Programming, Multi-Objective Optimization, Goal Programming

1. Introduction
One method that can be used in multi-objective problem
decision making is the one using the de novo programming.
Zeleny argues that the de novo programming is a way to see
a system where in addition to optimizing existing systems, it
also suggests planning an optimal system based on the
objective function to obtain high productivity [12].
The de novo programming approach resolves optimization
problems with a total approach system, meaning that in
addition to determining the best combination of outputs, it
also provides an integrated proposal for the use of raw
materials through the available budget. In the de novo
programming method the constraints of raw materials will be

arranged as efficiently as possible so as not to produce
residuals.
In solving multi-objective problems, the goals for each
goal to be achieved must be determined in advance by
considering other objectives so that each goal is achieved in
optimal conditions. Determining goals without considering
other goals will make other goals not optimal. The decision
variables obtained also depend on the goals of each goal.
Determining different goals will provide different decision
variables. Therefore, the goal objectives achieved have an
important role in resolving multi-objective problems.
In solving the multi-objective problem of the de novo
programming, Zeleny uses the maximum ideal solution as the
initial solution to get the goals to be achieved from each goal
[13]. After the maximum ideal solution of all objectives is
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obtained, then he calculates how much the cost or budget
needed to realize all the objective functions in the maximum
ideal solution or the maximum budget. Furthermore, the ratio
between available budgets is soughtwith a maximum total
budget. This ratio is obtained by dividing the available
budget against the maximum budget. After the value of the
ratio is obtained, the next stepis to determine the goals to be
achieved for each goal by multiplying the ideal maximum
solution with a value ratio for each destination. The result of
this ideal maximum solution to the ratio becomestarget to be
achieved.
Li and Lee introduced a fuzzy approach to solving de novo
programming problems in general. Theyare use the
maximum ideal solution value and the minimum ideal
solution for each goal to set goals for each goal[7].
Determination of the objective of using fuzzy suggestions by
subtracting the target to be achieved with the minimum ideal
solution and dividing it by the difference between the
minimum and ideal ideal solutions, where the results are
small at λ, for λ ϵ [0,1].
Umarusmanuses the min-max goal programming approach
to solve the de novo programming multi-objective problem.
Determination of the objective of the research is the value of
the maximum ideal solution for each goal [11]. Umarusman
made modifications to the min-max goal programming in
solving the de novo programming problem. Modifications
made are to add new constraints as much as the objective
function to be achieved, where the constraints added are the
division of the deviation variables divided by the maximum
and minimum ideal solution differences whose results are
smaller than the total deviation of all goals.
Banik and Bhattacarya apply a weighted goal
programming approach to solve the de novo programming
multi-objective problem [2]. Determination of the objectives
achieved in this study is also the value of the maximum ideal
solution for each goal. Theyare use normalization techniques
to solve the multi-objective problems of the de novo
programming that are solved using a boot goal programming.
The normalization technique used is the Luhandjula
technique.
Other studies using de novo programs include; Z. Babic
and I. Pavic, his research Multicriterial production
programming by the de novo approach program [1]. Y. M.
Zhang et. all, his research of the Inexact de novo program for
water resource systems planing [14]. Z. Y. Zuang and A.
Hocine, his research meta goal programming approach for
solving multi-objective programs de novo problems [15].
Based on the description above, it can be said that many
methods can be used to solve the multi-objective problem of
the de novo programming. The difference in the methods
used will gives different results, both the goal and the money
decision variable obtained.
In this article the authorsare interested in designing a new
method for solving the multi-objective problem of the de
novo programming. This study aims to determine more
accurate goals of each goal so that each goal is achieved
optimally. Determination of the target value of each goal in

this study is to consider other decision variables which are
also optimal solutions of other objective functions.
Completion of the de novo multi-objective problem in this
study uses a goal programming. The target function of the
objective constraints on the goal programming will be
modified to solve the multi-objective problem of the de novo
programming. This modification is expected to solve the
multi-objective problem of the de novo programming and
provide a satisfying solution for all objectives to be achieved.

2. Multi-Objective of the De Novo
Programming Problems
The de novo programming is a general multi-objective
programming problem whose constraints function is arranged
in the form of costs. The intended fee is the unit cost of each
constraint or resource limit. So that later it can be known how
much the total cost needed to solve these multi-objective
problems. The existence of per unit costs from each
constraint boundary is a requirement to be able to reconstruct
multi-objective problems into a de novo multi-objective
programming. The general form of multi-objective problems
is as follows:
max
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Suppose that % is the amount of coefficient from
and & is the total available budget, i.e. & = ∑"$
, =
1, 2, … , . Inequality (2) becomes:
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so, the de novo programming formulation becomes:
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condition, as follows:
(3)
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with is the maximum objective function, the maximum
number of objective functions,
is the decision
variable,% the cost needed to produce for-n unit, and the
constraint function or resource limit.
Multi-objective problem is a problem that consists of several
objectives to be achieved at a predetermined level of goals. The
goal is the target to be achieved in a goal. The goal of the goal is
also one of the requirements to solve multi-objective problems.
Determination of the goals to be achieved in resolving multiobjective problems is important, because it will affect the
optimal solution obtained. The objective of the multi-objective
problem is the boundary constraints of each goal. Determining
different objectives will produce different decision variables.
Determination of goal goals that are too large will result in other
goals being achieved in less optimum conditions. Because of
that, the goal setting should be determined based on the interests
of all objectives so that the results obtained are the optimum
results for all objectives.
The de novo programming changes the constraints of multiobjective problems into the form of a budget, so that the
constraints which initially consist of several constraints then
become one or single constraint. This causes a change in the
function of the constraints so that the feasible area of the
constraints changes. Therefore, determining the goal after the
constraint function is changed in the form of the de novo
programming.
The de novo programming was first introduced by
Zeleny.He introduced a way to solve the de novo multiobjective problem, namely by calculating the maximum ideal
solution for each objective against the constraint. Suppose
max = ∗ . Then he calculates the minimum cost to realize
the goal in the maximum ideal state, namely:
min %

+%

+⋯+%

s.t.,
+

+⋯+

(4)
=

∗

≥ 0, = 1, 2, … ,
with ∗ is the ideal maximum solution for each goal for- .
Problem solving (4) will provide the minimum budget
needed to realize each goal at the maximum ideal condition.
Let min %
+%
+ ⋯+ %
= & ∗ . Then he calculates
the ratio between the available budget for the minimum
budget needed to realize the goal in the maximum ideal
̅ =- .

"/012 , … ,
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Furthermore, this ratio is uses to determine the goals to be
achieved for each goal by multiplying the maximum ideal
solution for each destination. The formula for solving multiobjective problems introduced by Zeleny can be written as
follows:
+

+ ⋯+

=
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, = 1, 2, … ,

s.t.
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≤&
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with

∗

is the goal to be achieved for each goal.

3. Determination of Goal Objectives
In this study, determining the target goals for each goal taking
into account the decision variables of the ideal solution for other
goals. This means that the goal to be obtained is not only the
maximum ideal solution for that objective, but that goal is the
goal to be achieved by considering the interests of all objectives.
Decision variables from the ideal solution to other goals will be
taken into account to determine the goal of each goal. The ideal
maximum solution is the maximum solution of a goal when it is
resolved against constraints without including other objectives
or solutions to a goal when calculated in linear programming.
The de novo programming changed the constraints of
multi-objective problems which initially consisted of several
constraints into one constraint in the form of a
budget ∑ %
≤ &. Changes into one constraint caused a
feasible solution to inequality to be ∑ %
≤ & an area
bounded by lines connected by the following points:
)

&
&
&
, 0, … , 0* ; )0, , … , 0* ; … ; )0, … , 0, *
%
%
%

These points are corner points or extreme points of
inequality∑ %
≤ & . In linear programming, the optimum
solution of an objective occurs at one of the extreme points of
constraint.
Determination of objectives in this study uses the average
concept. The average is a measure of data centralization or a
measure that describes the centralization of the data set that can
represent all data. The average concept can provide a solution to
focus decision variables that are different from several objective
functions. This data centralization aims to balance the
determination of the goal by considering other objectives.
The average concept in setting goals can generally be
written as follows:

+ ⋯+

.

"/015 , … ,

"/015 46/

(6)
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with, ̅ is the objective function goal for- , for
=
1, 2, . . . , , "/ 31 the ideal variable decision variable is the
objective function, the number of objective functions.

4. Modification of Goal Programming
The goal programming is an important technique for
making decisions in solving decision-making problems with
many goals in finding a satisfactory set of solutions. The goal
programming was first introduced by Charnes dan Cooper
[4], and further developed by Lee [6], Ignizio [5], Romero
[9], Tamiz et. all. [10], Pal [8] and Chang [3]. The goal
programmingpurpose to minimize deviations in achieving the
goals and levels of the target. The goal programming is
generally stated as follows:
min
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with (14) is the objective function, (15) maximum objective
function constraints, (16) system constraints, (17) maximum
goal deviation, and (18) non negative constraints.
To solve multi-objective problems in the goal
programming, the limits of the function constraints of the
goals or objectives must be determined in advance. In this
study, the goal is to uses inequality (6). So, the modification
of the goal programming formula for solving multi-objective
de novo programming, as follows:
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with ̅ is the goal for- .
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5. Numerical Examples
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(12)

≥ 0, = 1, 2, … ,

The example refers to the numerical problems of Zeleny
[13]

(13)

≤

, = 1, 2, … ,

with (7) is the objective function, (8) maximum objective
constraint function, (9) minimum objective constraint
function, (10) system constraint, (11) positive and negative
deviation for maximum objective, (12) positive and negative
deviation for the objective minimum, and (13) non negative
constraints.
The de novo programming only has the maximum goal, so
the minimum objective function on the goal programming is
not needed. In goal programming, the objective function to
be achieved is an objective constraint or also called the
objective constraint function, so that all the objectives to be
achieved in the de novo programming are constraints on the
objective function, while the initial constraints of the de novo
programming problem are system constraints on the goal
programming. Subsequently substituting the problem of the
multi-objective de novo programming into the goal
programming, as follows:
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with resource unit prices
= $0.75, = $0.6, G =
0.35, N = $0.5, O = $1.15, P = $0.65. First, change the
goal constraints into the de novo programming using
inequality (2), so that it is obtained:
= 50
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23.475

+ 42.675
,

+ 28.7
,

G

≤ 4658.75

≥ 0.

G

Then calculate the value of the maximum ideal solution for
each objective function against the constraints. The results of
calculating the maximum ideal solution are presented in
Table 1.
Table 1. Decision Variables and Maximum Ideal Solutions.
QR
0
109.168
0
10916.813

Var. Decisison

G

Sol. Ideal Max

QS
198.456
0
0
18257.934

QT
0
0
162.326
12174.434
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Table 4. Proposed Limit Constraints.
Machine Type
Milling Machine
Lathe
Burrs
Jigsaw
Drill
Band saw

New Constraints Limits
1412.461
958.811
1946.187
1262.620
815.410
1190.583

Table 4 presents proposed new constraints given by the de
novo programming based on the available budget, so that the
prepared resources can be fully utilized.
Comparison of the previous method is presented in the
following table:
Table 5. Comparison of Decision Variables.

Table 1 shows the maximum ideal solution value of the
objective function , namely = (10916.813, 18257.934,
12174.434). Next, calculate the value of the objectives to be
achieved for each goal using equation (4). The results of
calculating the target values for each goal are presented in
Table 2.

Value Objective
7893.435
11520.611
9350.666

s.t.
50

+ 100

+ 17.5

G

92

+ 75

+ 50

− ; < = 11520.611

25

+ 100

23.475

+ 75

+ 42.675

G

− ; < = 7893.435

− ;G< = 9350.881

+ 28.7

G

≤ 4658.75

; < , ; < , ;G< ≥ 0
,

,

G

≥0

Table 3. Decision and Maximum Variable Values Objective Function.

G

Maxsimum Value

QR
66.154
36.389
54.106
7893.435

QS
66.154
36.389
54.106
11520.661

Banik
198.45
0.0008
0

Afli
66.154
36.389
54.106

G

Zeleny
7686.87
12855.89
8572.40
Banik
9922.81
18257.46
4961.43

Li
7379.13
13815.46
8037.02
Afli
7893.435
11520.611
9350.666

Umarusman
6837.348
13135.11
8530.93

Table 7. Comparison of Proposed Limit Constraints.
Machine Type
Miling Limit
Lathe
Burrs
Jigsaw
Drill
Bad saw
Machine Type
Miling Limit
Lathe
Burrs
Jigsaw
Drill
Bad saw

Available
1400
1000
1750
1325
900
1075
Umarusman
1291.24
931.52
2149.98
1742.61
585.104
1284.21

Zeleny
1465.06
910.42
2030.65
1444.64
640.07
1299.55
Banik
2381,46
595,37
1984,55
1190,73
0,010
1885,32

Li
1466,36
881,81
2111,45
1626,82
510,430
1370,35
Afli
1412,461
958,811
1946,187
1262,620
815,410
1190,583

6. Conclusion

Computational calculations using the help of the excel solver
programming. The computational results are presented in Table 3.

Var. Decision

Umarusman
98.124
6,69
72.116

Table 6. Comparison of the Maximum Value of the Objective Function.

G

= ; < + ; < + ;G<

G

Li
111.43
7.60
59.89

Objective Function

Table 2 shows the value of the objectives to be achieved
for each goal. Next to solve the multi-objective problem the
de novo programming uses a goal programming, namely as
follows:
min

G

Zeleny
92.48
20.90
55.61

Objective Function

Table 2. Value of Goals.
Objective function
U
U
UG

Var.

QT
66.154
36.389
54.106
9350.666

Based on the value of the decision variable obtained, the
design of the money system proposed for the constraints limit
based on the available budget is presented in Table 4.

The multi-objective problem of the de novo programming
is a matter of general multi-objective programming whose
constraints are constructed into the form of a budget. The de
novo programming in addition to providing solutions to
multi-objective problems also provides a more optimal
system design proposal based on the available budget to
increase production yields and maximize the use of raw
materials. There are several methods can be uses to solve the
multi-objective problem of the de novo programming. In this
study the authors uses a modified goal programming
approach to solve multi-objective de novo programming.
Modifications made are in determining the objectives of
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each goal. Determination of objectives in this study uses the
average concept. The use of the average concept gives the
target value for a objective by considers the other objectives,
so that the solution obtained is not the most ideal solution for
one objective but for all objectives.
The average concept in this study is used for the constraint
function which consists of one constrain as a de
novoprogramming problem that converts several constraint
functions into one constraint function in the form of a budget.
This flat concept applies to all objectives that have the same
interests, so that the objectives to be achieved are determined
using the average concept.
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